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A locked box and a deathbed promise. A town threatened with flooding.
And a raft of difficult personal decisions.

It's
1935. Desdemona Hart Spaulding, a gifted, Paris-trained artist, has
married
in haste, in the once-thriving summer town
of Cascade, to provide a home for her dying father and save the
family's renowned Shakespeare theater. Now Cascade is on the short
list
to be flooded to provide drinking water for Boston, MA, and Dez's
growing discontent is complicated by her attraction to Jacob, a fellow
artist. When tragic events unfold, Dez makes bad choices that force her
to answer hard questions: Must she keep her promises? Is it morally
possible to set herself free?

"What do we have to give up to
be whom we yearn to be?  CASCADE unfolds like a Shakespearean tragedy,
with an ending you won't see coming."  The Boston Globe

"Gorgeously
written and involving, Cascade explores the age-old conflict between a
woman's perceived duty and her deepest desires." People Magazine, People
Pick

The Boston Globe Book Club - Inaugural Pick●

People Magazine "People Pick of the Week"●

People Magazine "Great Reads, New in Paperback"●

MLA "Must Read" Fiction Honors●

Finalist, Massachusetts Book Award●

Slate Magazine "Best Books," "Best Summer Reads″●

WBUR Radio Boston: Good Reads for Summer●

Boston Globe "Best of the New″●

Library Journal "Best Bet"●
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From reader reviews:

Jennifer Newhouse:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive
currently, people have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice through surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Yes, by reading a publication your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stand than other
is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading the book, we give you that Cascade: A Novel book as
basic and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Glory Ruiz:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information today can get by anyone in everywhere. The
information can be a knowledge or any news even a concern. What people must be consider while those
information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which one is
appropriate to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you have the unstable resource
then you get it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities will
not happen throughout you if you take Cascade: A Novel as the daily resource information.

Delaine Valencia:

Beside that Cascade: A Novel in your phone, it may give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or
facts. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh through the oven so don't end up being
worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Cascade: A Novel
because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book but you rarely get
what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable
option here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss
it? Find this book along with read it from at this point!

Neil Espinoza:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you will get it in
e-book approach, more simple and reachable. This particular Cascade: A Novel can give you a lot of buddies
because by you considering this one book you have factor that they don't and make a person more like an
interesting person. This particular book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than additional make you to be great
persons. So , why hesitate? We need to have Cascade: A Novel.
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